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ABSTRACT
While scholarship on Carrie Mae Weems’s series titled From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried often reflects the significance of the work as it relates to the
African American experience and the African diaspora, critical discussion downplays the
relationship the installation has to institutional critique and social practice. Through the
course of this paper, I present extensive research on Weems’s series. In order to conduct
my investigation, I look to the genesis of the series in 1995 as a response piece to Hidden
Witness. I then consider Weems’s methodology and the way in which she appropriates
historic photographs in her series to manipulate narratives both past and present and
interrogate collections practice. Finally, through an investigation of contemporary
museum ethics, I consider how Weems’s curatorial sensibilities are similar to those of
museum professionals today.
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INTRODUCTION
[Because my work hangs in museums] some people accuse me of preaching to the
converted… But nobody is converted. You don’t look at a picture of white people and
think about the whiteness of it, do you?1-Carrie Mae Weems
The art world as a whole, and museums in particular, belong to what has aptly been
called the ‘consciousness industry.’2-Hans Haacke
In actuality, as we all know, things as they are and as they have been, in the arts as in a
hundred other areas, are stultifying, oppressive, and discouraging to all those, women
among them, who did not have the good fortune to be born white, preferably middle class
and, above all, male. The fault lies not in our stars… but in our institutions and our
education.3-Linda Nochlin

When artist Carrie Mae Weems was first approached in 1993 by Weston Naef,
then Curator of Photographs at the J. Paul Getty Museum, to produce a piece in response
to their upcoming exhibition Hidden Witness: African Americans in Early Photography,
Weems’s initial reaction was “Why me?”4 In an interview with Suzanne Muchnic from
the Los Angeles Times, Weems recalled “we talked and talked and talked, but I wasn’t
sure what I could do. I also had to think about what kind of relationship I could have with
an institution that has positioned itself on a hill.”5 Weems was of course referring to both

1

Chris Davis, “You Became an Accomplice: Carrie Mae Weems brings her most celebrated work
to the Brooks Museum of Art,” The Memphis Flyer, March 22-28, 2001, 18.
2
Hans Haacke, “Museums, Managers of Consciousness,” in Institutional Critique: An Anthology
of Artists’ Writings, ed. Alexander Alberro and Blake Stimson, (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press,
2009), 277.
3

Linda Nochlin, “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?,” in Women, Art, and Power
and Other Essays, (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1988), 150.
4
Suzanne Muchnic, “Going for a Gut Reaction: Outspoken African American artist Carrie Mae
Weems could be expected to provide a hot response to historical images of blacks. The Getty Only had to
ask. Many times.,” Los Angeles Times, February 26, 1995, http://articles.latimes.com/1995-0226/entertainment/ca-36188_1_artist-carrie-mae-weems.
5

Ibid.
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the wealth of the institution and the physical location of the Getty, which famously sits
high on a mountain top between the Los Angeles neighborhoods of Brentwood and
Pacific Palisades.6 Weems’s response piece initially titled Carrie Mae Weems Reacts to
“Hidden Witness” now known as From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, was
exhibited at the Getty from February 28 to June 18, 1995.
Both exhibits would be the first of their kind. Until then, there had been no
exhibition devoted to depictions of African Americans in photographs just before and
after the Civil War. It also marked a pioneering move for the Getty as an institution in
that it was the first time the museum had commissioned an artist to create a response to
one of their exhibitions. The fact that they commissioned Weems, a female artist of color,
seemed particularly notable for the Eurocentric bastion of high culture. From Here I Saw
What Happened and I Cried has since achieved tremendous success, some calling the
series of thirty-three photographs one of the most important works of its decade.7 While
the series is inextricably linked to the African American experience and the broader
African diaspora, critical discussion often downplays the links between the installation
and institutional critique. Thelma Golden notes in her essay “Some Thoughts on Carrie
Mae Weems” that, as a curator approaching Weems’s work, she was very interested in

6

Hidden Witness exhibited at the Getty Villa located in Malibu. Prior to the construction of the
Getty Center in 1997, the Getty Villa in Malibu was then the only site of the museum. The Getty was
founded by oil tycoon and art collector Jean Paul Getty in 1953. His collection, heavy in Greek and Roman
sculpture, Renaissance masterworks, and eighteenth century European furniture, originally displayed for
the public in his ranch house, but as the collection began to grow it demanded new accommodations. In
1974, the Getty Villa, built to resemble a replica of the Roman Villa dei Papiri in Herculaneum, Italy,
opened there on Getty’s property in Malibu and stood as the only Getty location until 1996. For more
information, see: http://www.getty.edu/about/whoweare/history.html.
7

Thelma Golden, “Some Thoughts on Carrie Mae Weems,” in Carrie Mae Weems: Recent Work,
1992-1998, (New York: George Braziller Publisher, 1998), 29.

2

Weems’s curatorial sensibilities in creating From Here I Saw What Happened and I
Cried. Golden says:
What made this project unconventional, what made it so important and timely,
was not just its site (though the overwhelming Eurocentric emphasis of the Getty
collection and its program made it ripe for contemporary intervention), but the
more nuanced combination of the original exhibition, the artist and her project,
and the history they shared in the process of black image making.8

Throughout the course of this thesis, I would like to revisit this “nuanced combination,”
examining From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried in terms of the intervention that
Golden mentions. What interests me most about Weems’s work is the questions she asks
regarding history and its production. Concern with institutional authority is a theme
deserving close attention that runs throughout her work. Weems asks us to critically
consider the powers that be as they relate to knowledge production. We see this in her
Museum Series (2006- present), Not Manet’s Type (1997), The Hampton Project (2000),
Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment (2008). It is even there in Kitchen
Table Series (1990), as she inserts her own body into the work as a kind of experiment to
see if a black woman can stand in for “Everywoman” and her universal emotions and
struggles.9 Many of her pieces (From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried being just
one) beg the question: Whose history? Who is narrating? Who produces history?
Over twenty years later, contemporary scholarship on museum ethics urges
museum professionals to ask themselves these same sorts of questions. Borrowing from

8

Ibid., 30.

9

In an interview with bell hooks in Art on My Mind, when asked about Kitchen Table Series,
Weems says “one of the things I was thinking about was whether it might be possible to use black subjects
to represent universal concerns.” For more information, see: hooks’s interview with Weems in “Talking Art
with Carrie Mae Weems,” in Art on My Mind (pg. 76).
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feminist, queer, and post-colonial theory, scholars of museum ethics problematize the
traditional notions of institutionally sanctioned knowledge and authority. In The
Routledge Companion to Museum Ethics, Janet Marstine writes, “the sensitivity of the
new museum ethics to outside forces opens up possibilities for systemic transformation–
towards social responsibility, radical transparency and shared guardianship of heritage.”10
Much of the scholarship regarding museum practice speaks to shared authority in
knowledge production, which entails co-creative processes with artists and communities
alike.
In Art on My Mind, bell hooks states that “sadly, white conservative artists and
critics who control the cultural production of writing about art seem to have the greatest
difficulty accepting that one can be critically aware of visual politics––the way race,
gender, and class shape art practices (who makes art, how it sells, who values it, who
writes about it)––without abandoning a fierce commitment to aesthetics.”11 In this way, I
argue From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, which does entail this commitment
to aesthetics, has been underestimated in terms of how it is steeped in institutional
critique.
In order to conduct my investigation, I will look to three specific conditions
regarding the series: the origins of the project as it responded to the Getty exhibit Hidden
Witness, an overview of the complex histories of the photographs Weems appropriates,
and the lawsuit Harvard nearly pursued for Weems’s use of the Agassiz images.
Throughout my investigation, I hope to detail how, when considered in relation to the

10

Janet Marstine, “The Contingent Nature of New Museum Ethics,” in The Routledge Companion
to Museum Ethics, ed. Janet Marstine (New York: Routledge, 2011), 8.
11

bell hooks, Art on My Mind: Visual Politics, (New York: The New Press, 1995), xii.
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Getty museum in the context of 1995, From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried
acted as an institutional critique. Additionally, through her use of appropriation, I contend
that Weems conducts an experimental performance to deliberately call into question the
authority of museum collections. Collectively, my research is concerned with the
intersections of artistic practice, museum practice, and social engagement. Ultimately, I
aim to reveal the impact of Weems’s work in relation to contemporary museum
professionals.
Literature Review
In my research on Hidden Witness and Carrie Mae Weems Reacts to “Hidden
Witness,” I referred to various reviews of the show, the majority of which were featured
in the Los Angeles Times. Documents from the J. Paul Getty Museum, including press
releases and exhibit brochures, offered insight on the conceptualization of the show. In
conducting my visual analysis, I referred to the images published in Jackie Napolean
Wilson’s book Hidden Witness: African-American Images from the Dawn of
Photography to the Civil War and a catalog highlighting Weems’s 2012 retrospective
titled Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of Photography and Video arguing that while
Wilson’s show was quiet and demure, Weems’s installation was explosive. In Jennifer
Doyle’s book Hold It Against Me, Doyle provides insightful context to Weems’s
installation at the Getty in the 1990’s, highlighting the political and social climate of L.A.
during the time of the show. In researching the history of some of the earlier images
Weems used in her series, I looked to Brian Wallis’s investigation of the Agassiz
photographs in his essay “White Science, Black Bodies.” Earnestine Jenkins’s
unpublished work “The African Woman in the Portrait: Carrie Mae Weems From Here I

5

Saw What Happened and I Cried,” details a history of the iconic image that mirrors the
piece. Many of these readings hint at Weems’s role as curator and critical eye as it relates
to From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried. Jennifer Doyle, Brian Wallis, and
Thelma Golden all raise questions concerning history and its players, though they do not
do enough to emphasize Weems’s interest in critiquing institutional histories. In my study
concerning the Harvard lawsuit, I looked to Professor Xyta Maya Murray’s dissertation
titled “From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried: Carrie Mae Weems’ Challenge to
the Harvard Archive.” Expounding on her research, I consider how Weems’s use of
appropriation in From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried can be considered a kind
of repatriation. My research is also largely informed by contemporary scholarship on
museum ethics and anti-colonial theory. bell hooks’s Art on My Mind has proven
particularly instructive in conveying the latter, while the writings of Janet Marstine and
others in the The Routledge Companion to Museum Ethics have informed the former.
Other useful resources speaking to both museum practice and art history include
Institutional Critique: An Anthology of Artist’s Writings and Maurice Berger’s How Art
Becomes History. Lastly, Jennifer Gonzalez’s publication Subject to Display and her
discussion of Fred Wilson’s work in particular, was especially influential in shaping my
interest in the intersections of art history and museum practice.
Chapter Layout
In the first chapter, I conduct an investigation of the Getty exhibition, Hidden
Witness, for which Weem’s work was commissioned. Looking to reviews of the show, I
consider the display and programming for the pendant exhibitions. I then examine the
ways in which the exhibitions functioned in relationship to the surrounding city of Los

6

Angeles and explore museum culture of the ‘90s. In Chapter Two, I look specifically to
From Here I Saw What Happened. In order to better understand the series and the words
Weems includes with her images, I examine the history of a selection of the appropriated
photographs from the series. The unique histories of the images discussed speak to the
extent to which Weems was able to manipulate these images. Then, in discussing the
contemporary images Weems appropriates, I investigate what the portraits in the series
have in common. I argue that what links the images is the complicated ways in which the
contexts of the original photographs, are linked to their context in the present as artifacts
that belong to museum collections. Also, in this chapter, I consider Weems’s text and
how she uses both the text and layout of her installation to activate the viewer. In
enabling the viewers’ active participation, I consider how From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried becomes a socially engaged project. In Chapter Three, I consider
the lawsuit that Harvard nearly pursued in response to Weems’s use of the Agassiz
images. I speak to the responsibility of the museum influenced by current scholarship on
museum ethics and I outline the implications that Weems’s work has for contemporary
museum practice.

7

CHAPTER ONE
HIDDEN WITNESS AND THE J. PAUL GETTY MUSEUM
Hidden Witness: African Americans in Early Photography was exhibited at the
Getty along with Weems’s response piece Carrie Mae Weems Reacts to “Hidden
Witness” from February 28 to June 18, 1995. The exhibit consisted of sixty-eight
photographs from the 1840s-1860s and largely showcased portraits of African Americans
in the form of daguerreotypes, ambrotypes, and tintypes.1 About twenty-five images
displayed in Hidden Witness were from the Getty’s permanent collection, while the
remaining images came from the private collection of Jackie Napolean Wilson, an
attorney from Detroit and a prominent collector of early photographs of African
Americans. Wilson’s collection had increasingly been receiving attention since he
exhibited some of his images at the Detroit Institute of Art in 1983.2 In a 1992 article
featured in the LA Times, Deborah Willis, a leading historian of African American
photography, said of Wilson’s collection practice that he has an “intelligent way of
collecting. He was looking for, and found in the portraits, the broad spectrum of African-

1
The daguerreotype was invented in 1839 by French photographer named Louis Daguerre. The
process involved buffering a silver coated copper plate until it became highly reflective and then exposing
the plate to chemicals making it light sensitive. This process resulted in the shiny quality of the
daguerreotype. The more expensive images were often tinted with color. Lined in velvet and brass, these
images were preserved in small leather cases known as “miniature cases.” The ambrotype was developed in
England in 1851 and tintype followed soon after in the United States. Adapting new processes of their own,
these forms of photography were more affordable to make than the daguerreotype. The tintype was
significantly more durable than its predecessors and it became particularly popular for soldiers’ portraits
during the Civil War. For more information on these early forms of photography, information on the
representation of black sitters in these images, and a history on early black photographers see Ross
Kelbaugh’s Introduction to African American Photographs.
2

Itabari Njeri, “Window Into Time: Jackie Napoleon Wilson’s collection of 19th-Century photos
shows facets of black life too long ignored,” Los Angeles Times, August 23, 1992, accessed January 5,
2017, http://articles.latimes.com/1992-08-23/news/vw-7177_1_black-life/2.
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American life.”3 She adds that “any images that survive [of early black sitters] that are
positive are distinct.”4 Wilson began collecting photography in 1978. His unique
collection includes a variety of different images; many are rare portraits of free African
American sitters taken before and during the Civil War. While images of black
Americans taken around the time of the Civil War are largely derogatory, images in
Wilson’s collection offer a rare glimpse of early black community life, predominantly in
the north. Although none of the images in Wilson’s collection resembles his own family
(Wilson himself is the grandson of a former slave), the photographs do depict portraits
that seem to have belonged in family photo albums— images of unique individuals who
were valued by their communities and distinguished in their style and character.
According to an exhibition brochure published by the Getty, curator Weston Naef
approached Wilson in 1992 with an interest in viewing his collection in Detroit. Shortly
after, Wilson traveled to Los Angeles and identified roughly a dozen photographs in the
Getty collection that, unbeknownst to the museum, had ties to African American history.5
It then became apparent to the two that the collections were complementary. While the
Getty’s collection depicted scenes of important historic events such as Frederick
Douglass speaking to a crowd at the Fugitive Slave Convention, Wilson’s portrayed more
intimate portraits of daily life. Both Wilson and Naef understood the value of combining
the collections for an exhibit showcasing these works. In his book, Hidden Witness:
African-American Images from the Dawn of Photography to the Civil War, Wilson

3

Njeri, “Window Into Time.”

4

Ibid.

5

Jackie Napolean Wilson, Hidden Witness: African-American Images from the Dawn of
Photography to the Civil War (New York: Saint Martin’s Press, 1999), vi.

9

recalls the concept behind the naming of the show. While he had conceived of the name
“Hidden Witness” early on during a discussion with his mentor Willam Sayles Doan, it
was not until viewing the Getty’s collection that Wilson discovered an image that would
perfectly embody his interpretation.6 This photograph (Fig. 1), taken by Charles H.
Fontayne and William Southgate Porter (ca. 1853), depicts a white family of six in the
foreground. They sit or stand around a long bench, in front of what is presumably their
home behind them in the background. In the middle ground, a slave gardener stands
holding his shovel and looking into the distance. Wilson identifies this man in his book as
“the ‘hidden witness’ who saw this picture being created and was a witness to life at that
time, and remained a testimonial to this day.”7
According to the December 2, 1994 Getty press release, the exhibit was to be
organized thematically, “with images grouped according to subjects: women with
children; couples; family groups; children; occupations; formal portraits of women; of
men; and scenes that survive as unique historical records.”8 The show opened with three
powerful images depicting enslaved women holding the children for whom they cared.
According to Ross Kelbaugh, a collector and researcher of photography, these images are
among the most prominent of early representations of African American women.9 The

6

Wilson, Hidden Witness, 134.

7

Wilson, Hidden Witness, 2.

8
J. Paul Getty Trust. Communications Dept., “Two Releases for Carrie Mae Weems: Hidden
Witness: African Americans in Photography, January 10, 1995, February 16, 1995.” Press Release., Getty
Research Institute Institutional Records and Archives, 1995. Primo Search (2007.IA.34).
9

Ross J. Kelbaugh, Introduction to African American Photographs, 1840-1950 identification,
research, care & collecting (Gettysburg, Pennsylvania: Thomas Publications, 2005), 11.

10

Getty labeled these images as “Madonnas.”10 The images are touching yet haunting. In
her review of Hidden Witness, Andrea Liss wrote,
These “mammy and child” double portraits are perhaps the most complex and
disturbing of all those in the exhibition, partially because the women are pictured
in the presence of the material evidence of their bondage. Yet the child and the
woman/slave are enveloped in a photographic fiction of domestic bliss worlds
apart from the male arena of commerce and aggression not pictured in the
exhibition.11
One of the more unique images of the exhibit is that of Portrait of a Mother and Child
(“Madonna”), ca. 1860 (Fig. 2). In the image, a young mother sits cradling her infant in
a nursing position. As Wilson notes, the pose is reminiscent of those popular in
Renaissance paintings depicting the Virgin Mary and the Christ child. Wilson also notes
the material culture present in the photo, such as the woman’s wedding band that she
proudly displays and a cross that she wears. Her hair is tied in ribbons which gives her a
youthful appearance. The cloak draped over her shoulders appears to be made of a wellmade, heavy material. The baby appears to be tranquil, perhaps asleep in the comfort of
her mother’s arms. The young mother looks out directly at the viewer with the slightest
smile. Her eyes appear somewhat tired, whether from the responsibility of motherhood or
weary from the length of time she was sitting to have her portrait made, we do not know.
Other interesting portraits include the occupational photograph picturing an African
American man proudly wearing a fireman’s uniform (Fig. 3).

10

Andrea Liss, “Facing History,” Afterimage 23.2, Sept.-Oct. (1995): 21.

11

Ibid., 21.
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Contributing to the tone of the show were the labels Wilson wrote to accompany
each image.12 Because not much documentation exists in relation to many of these early
images, Wilson relied on whatever information he had and his keen ability to read the
photographs to infer details about the identities of the sitters in his portraits. Susan
Kandel writes about the difficulty in producing such labels that “neither reduce the
African Americans in these images to mute symbols, nor romanticize as individuals those
who were--even once freed--essentially powerless.”13 Negative critiques, like that of
David Pagel, called Wilson’s labels “naïve” and “overly enthusiastic.” Pagel did,
however, acknowledge that Wilson’s labels often provided accurate historical context,
regarding laws and demographics.14 Reviews of the show describe the gallery as being
“quiet” and “demure,” a “large, hushed and darkened space,” dimly lit by fiber optics so
as not to damage the early photographs as they were displayed in their original casings. 15
The rarity of the images, the quiet of the dimly lit gallery, and the glowing of the intricate
cases in which the photographs were displayed all contributed to the preciousness of
Hidden Witness.

12
It is unclear whether or not the captions from Wilson’s book operated as the image labels in the
Hidden Witness exhibit. While the book explicitly states that it is based on the exhibition, it was not
published until 1999, four years after the close of the exhibition. Unfortunately, there was no official
catalog published in conjunction with this show.
13

Susan Kandel, “Art: ‘Witness’ at the Getty: Black Lives Considered,” Los Angeles Times,
March 6, 1995, accessed January 5, 2017, http://articles.latimes.com/1995-03-06/entertainment/ca39327_1_hidden-witness.
14
David Pagel, “Hidden Witness: African Americans in Early Photography, Carrie Mae Weems
Reacts to Hidden Witnesses,” Frieze, August, 9, 1995, accessed January 5, 2017,
https://frieze.com/article/hidden-witness-african-americans-early-photography-carrie-mae-weems-reactshidden-witnesses.
15

Andrea Liss, “Facing History,” 21.
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This is in stark contrast to Weems’s response piece, which was exhibited in the
interactive gallery next door. Born in Portland, Oregon on April 20, 1953, Weems did not
begin her career as a photographer until her early twenties. Instead, her love of arts first
manifested itself in dance and at the age of twelve she began participating in street theater
and dance. When she was seventeen, Weems joined Anna Halprin’s experimental dance
studio in San Francisco.16 It was there that she would foster an awareness of her body and
its relation to space as well as a love for performance, both of which would prove
immeasurable to her future work. Then, in 1976, shortly after having received her first
camera as a gift, Weems moved to New York to study photography at the Studio
Museum in Harlem.
Weems originally came to photography through the documentary approach.
Influenced by photographers such as Henri Cartier-Bresson and Roy DeCarava, Weems’s
interest in photography was rooted in its perceived ability to capture the condition of the
human experience. Following in the tradition of many famous photographers, Weems’s
earliest series looked to her own family as her subject. The series titled Family Pictures
and Stories (1978-84) was made as part of her thesis project while receiving her MFA
from the University of California, San Diego. The images depict candid photographs of
Weems’s large family, defined by their sharecropper roots, accompanied by captions and

16

In 1955, Anna Halprin founded her own experimental dance studio in San Francisco after
breaking off from her Welland Lathrop studio project. Unlike Welland Lathrop, her new project, the San
Francisco Dancers’ Workshop was inspired by Dada theatre tradition and the Fluxus movement. Working
along the same lines as John Cage and Allan Kaprow, Halprin’s dance practice began allowing for
spontaneous movement as opposed to strict choreographed routine. She accomplished this concept by
incorporating “a variety of chance generated techniques to determine the pattern of her works.” It seems
important to note Weems’s beginnings with Halprin’s studio because of the Workshop’s dedication to
challenging traditional notions of the concept of dance, a critical skill which characterizes much if not all of
Weems’s artistic practice. For more information, see:
https://annahalprindigitalarchive.omeka.net/biography

13

audio. Weems soon chaffed against the limitations of documentary photography. In an
interview with bell hooks, Weems said, “When I learned that the terrain that I wanted to
walk on couldn’t be carried by straight documentary, my attention shifted. There was
something different that I wanted to explore, work that had the appearance of
documentary but was not at all documentary. It was highly fabricated work.”17 Delmez
notes this shift in Weems’s work fulfilled the artist’s “conceptual desire to ‘inscribe my
presence on the things I consider important. I… insert myself as the narrator of
history.’”18 Weems’s physical body continually shows up as narrator throughout her
oeuvre. It was in 1989 that Weems first incorporated her own body into her work as both
subject and performer.19 In Ode to Affirmative Action (1989) (Fig. 4), Weems poses as a
nightclub singer named Dee Dee on what appears to be the cover of an album. The text
on the album cover reads “Dee Dee: Live at the Copa,” and the subheading, a single from
the record, “If You Should Lose Me.” With this work, Weems began to blur the
distinctions between subject and photographer, performer and director, participant and
observer.20 This work is doubly important because it was the first time that Weems
integrated both text and image, another practice that would become a staple of her work.
We see this combination of text and image seamlessly carried out in Carrie Mae Weems
Reacts to “Hidden Witness.”

17

bell hooks, Art on My Mind: Visual Politics, (New York: New Press, 1995), 81.

18

Kathryn E. Delmez, “Introduction” in Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of Photography and
Video, ed. Kathryn E. Delmez, (Nashville, TN: Frist Center for the Visual Arts, 2012), 9.
19

Franklin Sirmans, “A World of Her Own: Carrie Mae Weems and Performance,” in Carrie Mae
Weems: Three Decades of Photography and Video, ed. Kathryn E. Delmez, (Nashville, TN: Frist Center for
the Visual Arts, 2012), 46.
20

Delmez, Carrie Mae Weems, 9.
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Critics described Weems’s installation at the Getty to be small, brightly lit, and
“screaming,” “explosive–literally red in the face.”21 It was also bustling with sound, with
the incorporation of an audio component: a recording of teens reading poetics about
photography playing over the loud speaker. In doing this, Weems makes her gallery
experience arguably more immersive than that of Hidden Witness, engaging more senses
than just the visual. Here, she is borrowing from the sensibilities of some of her early
works, such as her Family Pictures and Stories, which also incorporates audio. Unlike the
works in Hidden Witness, Weems’s installation was didactic, comprised of photo-texts in
which she overlaid text etched on glass. Underneath the glass were historic photographs
depicting representations of black subjects which Weems appropriated. Each piece can be
read separately on its own or together as a longer poem, in which each of the 33 pieces
can be read as a whole. Eight of the Getty images appear in Weems’s series (seven of
which exhibited in Hidden Witness). While Hidden Witness is a testament to preservation
and collection— the safe keeping of delicate cultural objects reserved for sacred
experience— Carrie Mae Weems Reacts is a living, breathing work that is activated by
the viewer. There is a sentimental quality to Hidden Witness that one might be inclined to
read in Weems’s response piece. However, viewers tread with caution in her work for
fear of over-determining its meaning or altogether missing the point. In order to do this,
one needed to engage with other viewers. After all, this work was installed in the
interactive gallery. Her intentions were “to implode Weston’s show, add a different level
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of experience and issues of race and gender. Everything will get turned upside-down.”22
Andrea Liss mentions the importance of the educational tools the work implemented in
the gallery. She says that in collaborating with Weems, the education department
produced their first “visitor response books.” These books were made available in the
gallery and encouraged visitors to record their reactions to “Hidden Witness,” as well as
their own personal histories. The books posed questions such as “Does one image evoke
a particular memory for you?” “Share a story about your family in our album,” “What are
your reactions to the photographs in ‘Hidden Witness?”23 Here, Weems is modeling for
other ways to respond to the original show.
The critics had a fair amount to say about the two juxtaposing yet complimentary
shows, though Weems’s installation consistently seeming to garner more attention in
reviews than Hidden Witness. Susan Kandel of the Los Angeles Times wrote:
Her work is indeed didactic; of that, there is no question. It is also harsh, sarcastic
and accusatory. This is what traps us; but it is not what moves us. Instead, it is
Weems' poetry--the lilting cadence and the staccato bursts of language that
animate pictures which, though strange, are familiar in terms of the stereotypes
they facilitate. “House Yard Field Kitchen/You Became Mammie Mama Mother
and Then, Yes, Confidant--Ha.” These words accompany a trio of photographs of
female slaves, and reveal those images' devastating truths. Tempering exultation
with caution, Weems offers neither an antidote nor a footnote, but, rather, a frame
through which to view "Hidden Witness," a complicated and very important
show.24
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It also received some harshly negative feedback. In his review in Frieze magazine, David
Pagel wrote rather shockingly:
The point is not that Weems is a bad artist, but that art world institutions, under
the banner of multiculturalism, provide very limited roles for artists who
supposedly fit into pre-determined categories. Indeed, Weems did her job exactly
as she was instructed, accommodating her work to the Getty's programme. This
programme is part of a nationwide institutional trend in which contemporary art is
subjugated, with increasing frequency, to educational outreach under the rubric of
community-building. Against this background, the Getty's invitation to Weems to
provide an exemplary reaction to 'Hidden Witness' takes on a disturbing, racist
cast. Putting forth a monkey-see, monkey-do argument, the paired exhibitions
suggest that viewers need to be taught how to properly respond to the 150-yearold photographs. This is noblesse oblige at its most arrogant and condescending;
it has no place in any institution.

While Pagel’s criticisms of Weems’s work are null, is there something to be said
of his criticisms of the Getty? And what if we view Weems’s series as a sort of
acknowledgment of that? Pagel’s criticism was certainly not favorable at the time when
one considers the growing popularity of institutional critique in the 90’s. It is difficult not
to suspect the Getty, a bastion of Eurocentrism, of extending this kind of invitation to a
marginalized artist and never before seen photos of black subjects as a political ploy. The
show came at a very tense time in regard to race relations for Los Angeles and the
country at large. As Jennifer Doyle notes, the exhibition took place just a few years after
riots erupted following the acquittal of the officers in Rodney King’s beating. Tensions
were further fueled by the infamous The People v O. J. Simpson case, which began
during the showing of Weems’s installation.25 Cultural institutions across the country
were presumably under close scrutiny. As artists and their communities mobilized to
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create works responding to these difficult issues, how would museums respond? Would
they invite confrontation or would they run from it?
Just two years prior to the Getty exhibit in 1995 marked arguably the most famous
of the Whitney Biennials. The show was largely organized by Elizabeth Susskind under
the appointment of David Ross. Ross had recently assumed his role as museum’s
director, which coinciding with the Clinton administration, marked a shift toward more
liberal politics. The artists whose work was showcased in the ‘93 Biennial largely
identified as non-white, female, and LGBTQ. Works included George Halliday’s
Videotape of Rodney King Beating, Janine Antoni’s Gnaw, and Daniel Joseph Martinez’s
I Can’t Imagine Ever Wanting to be White. Pepón Osorio’s Scene of the Crime (Whose
Crime?) (Fig. 5) gained tremendous attention, transforming the whole of his gallery to
resemble a stereotypical Puerto Rican home in the United States. The work illustrates the
violence in the experience of not being able to determine one’s own cultural identity and
asks viewers to consider how stereotypes circulate. This move to exhibit the works of
often marginalized artists was a part of a broader trend in museums in the 1990’s to
become more inclusive institutions. Although the “1991 Biennial suggested a harmonious
model of multiculturalism, the 1993 Biennial proposed a more radical, discordant model
of cultural democracy, establishing a context in which virtually all the art on view could
be read in political terms.”26 In her review for the New York Times, Roberta Smith
wrote,
The Ross Whitney also gets credit for mounting one of the most ethnically
diverse, generously installed shows in Biennial history. Spacious to the point of
luxury, this show spreads the work of only 82 artists (nearly half of whom work in
film or videotape), throughout the five-story building so that several participants
26
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have entire galleries to themselves. More important and perhaps in keeping with
the new administration, this is an inclusive Biennial that emphatically reflects the
country's diversity by including unusually large numbers of nonwhite artists,
artists whose work is openly gay and women.

The ‘93 Whitney Biennial seemed to be radically different than contemporary museum
exhibitions at that time. Likewise, the Getty’s curatorial and educational collaboration, in
inviting both a black, non-museum professional to act as guest curator and
commissioning a contemporary, black, female artist to react, was a significant move for
the Getty. Scholarship surrounding From Here I Saw What Happened does not do enough
to investigate the way in Weems’s series explicitly interrogates the Getty and other
archival collections.
Regarding the demographics of the show, did the exhibit see more black visitors
in the museum than would be typical of an exhibition at the Getty? In 1995, would this be
an indicator of whether the show was successful? Do the demographics of the audience
define whether or not the show was successful today? If this is shared American historysurely a more diverse demographic is something to strive for, but to what ends? What is
to be made of the Getty’s choices in 1995? What was the Getty show really about? Was
this a collaborative effort on their part? Or was this an attempt to do something hip?
Should we consider the Getty’s decision to incorporate Wilson as a curator as some kind
of egalitarian deed? Perhaps their decision to collaborate with Wilson was a kind of
jumping on the bandwagon? And was their invitation to Weems a ploy to appear
culturally relevant during a time when the nation was divided?
As the Hidden Witness brochure ponders, “considering the importance of the
subject to the history of the United States, why has there never been an exhibition
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devoted to portraits of African Americans in the middle of the [19th century]?”27 The
Getty ultimately cites the rarity of images such as these and the inaccessibility of
photography to many black Americans during the 19th century. The lack of close analysis
and deserved attention devoted to these images cannot be blamed on rarity. As Weems
clearly points to in From Here I Saw What Happened, other early images of black sitters
exist. Surely the Getty must acknowledge the countless exhibitions of ‘rarities’ that the
museum had curated in years past. In Deborah Willis’s Reflections in Black, Willis
recounts the history of photography, specifically providing scholarship concerning the
black photographer as they had largely been left out of the conversation. As more and
more scholars investigate the early photographic records of African Americans, more
collections come to light. Perhaps it would have been more instructive instead for the
Getty to acknowledge the museum’s own complicity in making these images
inaccessible. Instead of falling back on the rareness of these images, it would be more
productive to highlight the fact that the images were largely undervalued and underresearched, creating distinct gaps in American history and American art history. It is here
that Weems emerges as the new narrator of history, seemingly answering the Getty’s
question while asking important questions all her own. Weems comes to her practice as
an artist with roots stepped in folklore, based on her studies at University of California.
She is a story-teller by default. In From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, Weems
uses this ability to highlight the hard moments of history. Here, narrative and its
manipulation act as her tools in tackling difficult subjects, shedding light on them
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(literally in this exhibit) for others to consider in new and more thoughtful ways. Weems
uses storytelling and poetics to draw attention to key concepts in the photographs and the
history they represent.
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CHAPTER TWO
FROM HERE I SAW WHAT HAPPENED AND I CRIED
From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, originally titled Carrie Mae
Weems Reacts to “Hidden Witness,” includes thirty-three appropriated photographs from
various collections.1 While some of the images Weems borrowed belong to the Getty and
were displayed in Hidden Witness, others can be found in prominent collections such as
the Harvard Peabody Museum and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The “pre-existing”
photographs (as the artist refers to them) range in date from pre-Civil War to Civil Rights
era images.2 They are set in various locations and claim multiple photographers. While
some of the original photographers are famous artists and documentary photographers,
others have backgrounds in fields of early ethnography and racial anthropology. The
photographs also depict different sitters– individuals with different stories at different
walks of life, existing in different cultural climates. Throughout, however, there are
unifying themes– stereotype, the exploited black subject, and the African diaspora.
Included in the series are slave daguerreotypes from the collection of the nineteenthcentury scientist Louis Agassiz and photographs taken by explorer George Specht on an
expedition known as The Black Crossing in 1924.3 They include cabinet-cards that
circulated as abolitionist propaganda such as “The Scourged Back,” as well as recall
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figures that exist in international pop-cultural spheres such as the famous Josephine
Baker. Intimate portraits of firemen, children, soldiers– all make an appearance in From
Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried. It is an anthology of sorts, in which history as
the artist is relaying it, has been conflated and collapsed.
All of the images in the series have been enlarged and framed in black.
Additionally, each image is overlaid by text etched on glass. Save for the two bookends,
which are a somber shade of blue, the other thirty-one chromogenic prints in between
have been tinted fiery red. While the blue images are rectangular prints, the red images
are framed by black, circular mats. This circular format mimics the eye of a camera lens
and serves as a reminder that photographs are not neutral. Rather, they are manipulated
by their maker and they operate as highly constructed forms of visual culture. Also
serving as a reminder of this, Weems often includes bits of the original frames, limiting
the cropping so that we see the earlier photographic casings. The two blue pieces (Figs. 5
and 6) that flank the red prints are mirrored images of a royal Mangbetu woman named
Nobosodru.4 In the first image of the series, Nobosodru looks right, turned in profile
toward the red images. The words “FROM HERE I SAW WHAT HAPPENED” display
across her image. Accompanying the portraits that follow, the text of the works read from
left to right:
You Became a Scientific Profile/A Negroid Type/An Anthropological
Debate/& A Photographic Subject/You Became Mammie/Mama, Mother &
Then, Yes, Confidant – Ha/Descending the Throne You Became Footsoldier &
Cook/House/Yard/Field/Kitchen/You Became Tom John & Clemens’
Jim/Drivers/Riders & Men Of Letters/You Became a Whisper A Symbol of a
Mighty Voyage & By The Sweat Of Your Brow You Laboured For Self Family
& Others/For Your Names You Took Hope & Humble/Black and Tanned
Your Whipped Wind of Change Howled Low Blowing Itself – Ha – Smack Into
4
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the Middle of Ellington’s Orchestra Billie Heard It Too & Cried Strange
Fruit Tears/Born With a Veil You Became Root Worker Juju Mama Voodoo
Queen Hoodoo Doctor/Some Said You Were The Spitting Image of Evil/You
Became A Playmate To The Patriarch/And Their Daughter/You Became An
Accomplice/You Became The Joker’s Joke &/Anything But What You Were
Ha/Some Laughed Long & Hard & Loud/Others Said ‘Only Thing A Niggah
Could Do Was Shine My Shoes’/You Became Boots, Spades & Coons/Restless
After The Longest Winter You Marched & Marched & Marched/In Your Sing
Song Prayer You Asked Didn’t My Lord Deliver Daniel?5
At the end of the series, Nobodoru stares back at herself, acknowledging “the tragic
history of her people.”6 The final words read “AND I CRIED.”
So what is the story behind this royal Mangbetu woman in blue who opens and
closes the series? Unlike the other images in the series, which are a fairly consistent size,
her image is significantly larger than the rest. While the majority of the images in the
series are portraits of individuals shot straight on, Nobosodru is depicted in profile. She
stands in an expansive landscape. Her gaze runs parallel with the fuzzy horizon line
evident in the background. The background of the image, nearly cut in half, is almost
equal parts sky and land. This contrasts starkly with the other photographs in the series,
the majority of which appear to be shot against a studio backdrop. The photograph
appears to have been taken with intense attention to detail. The focus on Nobosodru is
sharp while the landscape behind her is blurred. The trajectory of the sunlight, another
photographic choice, highlights her shoulders, ears, head, and breasts. She wears a
braided necklace around her neck. She has high cheekbones and an elongated neck. It is
an elegant image with the markings of a careful portrait.
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In “The African Woman in the Portrait: Carrie Mae Weems From Here I Saw
What Happened and I Cried,” Jenkins details the history of the image and the various
artworks that have been inspired as a result of the photograph. The image was captured in
the early 1920’s during an expedition lead by the French to explore Central Africa. The
expedition was one of many in the 1920’s and 30’s, organized by Andre Citroen, a
French industrialist and munitions maker. It was during one of the most famous of these
expeditions known as La Croisiere Noire or the Black Crossing that Nobosodru was
photographed.7 The image is said to be one of 6,000 taken during this journey. German
photographer Geroge Specht, acclaimed filmmaker Leon Poirer, and Russian painter
Alexandre Jacovleff were just three men on the expedition team along with zoologists,
geologists, mechanics and drivers. In 1927, an illustrated account of their journey was
published in The Black Journey Across Central Africa with the Citroen Expedition. As
Jenkins notes in her essay, Chapter Seven of the publication, titled The Congo-Nile
Route, March 23-April 13, documents the expedition’s stay among the Mangbetu people
with specific reference to Nobosodru. While a label accompanying Specht’s photograph
of Nobosodru explicitly names her, she is referenced in the literature as well. One
passage reads the “enigmatic Nobosodru” and another describes her demeanor “… and
over there is Nobosodru, whose disdainful pout and haughty pose are worthy of a Queen
of Sheba.”8
In 2001, the Memphis Brooks Museum acquired a ten-panel portion of Weems’s
series. An article in the local Memphis Flyer featured the series as the cover story and
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Chris Davis conducted an analysis of the work. In his article, Davis notes the significance
of Weems’s color choice in tinting Nobosodru blue because of the emotions and the
connotations associated with the color. Davis writes “blue, the color associated with a
certain 12 bar musical form that is as mournful as it is jubilant. This particular shade of
blue is also reminiscent of the color tint added to early pornographic movies.”9 This link
to pornography is an interesting subtlety that becomes a more overt theme throughout the
red images of the series. In You Became a Playmate to the Patriarch (Fig. 7) a nude
woman with her legs splayed, touching her genitalia, looks up with a smile. Anything But
What You Were– Ha (Fig. 8) borrows from the controversial Robert Mapplethorpe
photograph titled “Man in a Polyester Suit (1980)” depicting the artist’s lover Milton
Moore wearing a three-piece suit, his zipper opened to reveal his penis. Even the first of
the images, those depicting the naked bodies of the enslaved women and men from the
Agassiz series, are just as difficult to confront.
Four photographs from Louis Agassiz’s photographic project, which now belong
to Harvard University, make up the first of the red images (Figs. 9-12) that begin
Weems’s series. The enslaved people pictured in the photographs were named Delia,
Renty, Jack, and Drana, respectively, and have received the most critical attention of the
thirty-three images in Weems’s series. In 1976, an unusual collection of slave
daguerreotypes was discovered in the attic at Harvard’s Peabody Museum of
Archaeology and Ethnology. These images were unusual in that the photographs revealed
some of the earliest portraits of African slaves taken prior to the Civil War.10 The
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photographs had presumably been an early acquisition of the Peabody Museum, one of
the first museums dedicated to archeology in the Americas.11 The collection consists of
fifteen photographs of seven individuals, both men and women, shown largely naked in
frontal and profile views.12 Commissioned by the Swiss ethnographer Louis Agassiz, the
photographs were purportedly taken by J. T. Zealy to indicate the physiognomic and
phrenological differences between European whites and African blacks in order to prove
Agassiz’s racist theory of “separate creation,” the idea that various races were actually
separate species.13 Agassiz, one of the most famous scientists in America during the midnineteenth century, studied under the French zoologist Baron George Cuvier. After
having subsumed Cuvier’s research on fossil fish, he published his catalog Fresh Water
Fishes of Central Europe (1833-1834) and Research on Fossil Fish. The publications
gained him much notoriety and he accepted a teaching position as professor of geology
and zoology at the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard in 1848. However, it was more
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than just Cuvier’s interest in fish that rubbed off on the young Agassiz. Today, Cuvier is
well known for his “particular- if not perverse interest in the Hottentot Venus, an African
woman who exhibited naked as a curiosity in Europe because of her unusually prominent
posterior.”14
Like Sara Baartman, the individuals from the Agassiz photographs are depicted as
naked black bodies, not nudes lined to the aesthetic tradition of classical art forms. They
are stripped down, chests and breasts exposed, their clothes draped around their waists. In
reference to the images of Delia and Drana, Schneider bluntly calls these images “titty
shots,” suggesting their sexually explicit nature.15 What we do not see in Weems’s series
are the genitals of these individuals, which are exposed in the original daguerreotypes.
The images, with their emphasis on the frontal and profile views, are reminiscent of
modern-day mugshots. In Weems’s version, Delia is turned in profile like Nobosodru. In
contrast, however, her eyes are downcast and her shoulders are slumped. The other three
figures are depicted head-on looking directly at the viewer. In “Black Bodies, White
Science,” Brian Wallis argues that these photographs cannot be viewed as portraits
because the images lack a considerable amount of consent which is present in creating
portraiture. While I do not entirely agree with Wallis’s assessment, the strained
relationship between the photographer and subject should be noted. The sitters’ resistance
in the Agassiz photographs is palpable.
The circumstances in which these images were produced makes them difficult to
look at. It feels as if there is a violence in looking. Particularly disturbing is Professor
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Yxta Maya Murray’s recollection of encountering the original images at the Harvard
Peabody archives. She notes that like the other daguerreotypes taken during this time
(like those featured in Hidden Witness) the images are housed in their ornate miniature
cases. Murray states,
One by one, Pat exposed Jack, Renty, Drana, Delia to me. A clock ticked from a
dusty hallway; I began to sweat. Things started to seem wrong. Every scar, every
wrinkle of these victims thrust themselves out of the frames. The daguerreotypes
were both as bijoux as Cartier and at the same time the worst things I had ever
seen. I couldn’t tell if they were of a piece with the terrible glamour of Harvard or
a wormhole that transported me out of what I had thought was Eden and into
hell.16

In these four photographs alone, Weems has summarized both the brutality of slavery and
the violence in looking. Through her incorporation of these four well-known
photographs, Weems begins her series with a jarring reminder of the history of
photography and its capacity to relay and recall narrative.
Both the Specht and the Zealy portraits were influenced by oppressive regimes in
which the images were made: slavery and colonialism. But what of the other photographs
in the series? After Nobosodru, the series seems to move from anthropological/scientific
types (those of Agassiz), to almost theatrical character types in the images of P.H. Polk.
Prentice Herman Polk was an acclaimed black photographer who was commissioned by
W. E. B. DuBois to take photographs of Tuskegee University in Tuskegee, Alabama.17
Polk opened his first studio there in 1927. His famous series Old Characters depicted
members of the Tuskegee community who had been former slaves. These images were
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created as a source of pride for the Tuskegee community. Polk often worked against
black backdrops and Weems borrows two of his images for her series, the most
recognizable being “The Boss” (Fig. 13). Unlike the images that begin the series, the
images of P.H. Polk were created by an insider– the images of the Tuskegee community
were taken by Polk, an individual who worked within the community that he
photographed. This dynamic of familiarity between photographer and subject lends itself
to a very different image than the photographs taken by Zealy for Agassiz. In Reflections
of Black, Deborah Willis notes the agency of the woman in “The Boss.” She says “in this
superbly constructed pose, Polk allowed his subject to project her own image. Wearing a
tattered sweater, an apron, and a scarf, her body language and facial expression represent
a woman in control of her identity.”18 How is it that these strong images created by Polk
could nevertheless be used by Weems to the same ends as the Agassiz images? How did
“The Boss” become the mammy caricature of nostalgic Southern folklore? And when did
she become? Is she still in the process of becoming? How is it that this woman who
escaped slavery still exists in our cultural memory as a mammy? Why does Weems opt to
use these images rather than more derogatory images?
The fact that Weems appropriates these wildly different historical photographs
(photographs that she actually re-photographs herself) speaks to the artist’s acute
awareness of racialized imagery and the impact that representation in visual culture has
on history and the American cultural identity. In her article “Racial Time, Racial Marks,
Racial Metaphors,” Coco Fusco writes “no other means of representing human likeness
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has been used more systematically to describe and formulate American identity than
photography. Envisioning and exhibiting the American self has been a photographic
venture since the inception of the medium. It is an ongoing social, cultural, and political
project.”19 Understanding the context in which these images were created and the
complex relationships between the photographers and their subjects is imperative to
understanding the extent to which Weems was able to manipulate the photographs she
appropriated to serve her own purposes. In discovering the truths of these photographs,
one is forced to ask important questions regarding agency, collections, and the production
of history.
Equally important to understanding the series is unpacking Weems’s use of
language. Following the Polk photographs, the text on the photographs read as one word
types of slave labor, labeling the individuals in the photographs as their roles inside and
outside the home “House, Yard, Field, Kitchen” (Figs. 14- 17). Although I have not been
able to locate the three images that appear to be shot outdoors, the bottom right image
reading “Kitchen” is familiar. This work is from the Getty collection and was displayed
in Hidden Witness. More Getty images follow throughout the series along with the text
“You Became Uncle Tom John & Clemens’ Jim/ Drivers/ Riders & Men of Letters.” An
image (Fig. 18) taken by photographer Doris Ulmann of a group of men in suits, their
heads supposedly bowed in prayer reads “For Your Names You Took Hope and
Humble.” We see an image (Fig. 19) of Gordon’s back “black and tanned;” a pretty
young girl wearing a corsage, etched over the top of her image the musical score to Billie
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Holiday’s “God Bless the Child” (Fig. 20), an image of children and their mammies
reading “[You Became Playmate to the Patriarch] And Their Daughters” (Fig. 21 and
22).
So, who is the speaker– the ‘I’ who stands as a witness and cries? And who is the
“you” that the narrator speaks of? There is clearly a distance between the “I” and the
“you.” Is the distance physical or temporal? Perhaps both? Thelma Golden notes that
“From 'Here” begs the question “From where?”20 Additionally, the repetitive use of “you
became” is interesting. “To become” suggests a process of being. Rather than simply
defining or labeling the subjects as “you were,” this specific language suggests that a
transformation occurred within the subjects of these photographs, and it is this process
and subsequent result that is of interest to Weems. Michael Mosby examines Weems’s
use of language in “Carrie Mae Weems: The Construction of Visual Text.” Mosby writes,
It is appropriate, and significant that Weems uses color as a means of separating
the ‘I’ from the ‘you’ within her work… The reader, or the ‘I’ of the series, is
separated from the ‘you’ in the poem by a visual shift, from the blue tinted images
to the red tinted once. The overlaying of text on these two images represents the
only time Weems speaks in the first person, placing the audience outside of the
‘text’ where they become witnesses to the events and characters of a narrative that
has continually been constructed through time’s passage.21
Just as she does through her use of appropriated images, Weems also uses language to
complicate and conflate time and history. Establishing her audience as “characters of a
narrative,” Weems activates the viewers as social participants and enables them to engage
with her work in very specific ways. Through her use of text, Weems has altered how
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viewers visually read the images. The script that Weems has written and the viewers’
participation in performing that script encourages viewers to consider how narratives
operate as constructs–past, present, and future.
Not only does Weems use color to differentiate “I” from “you,” color also sets the
tone of how the work is to be read. The color evokes an emotion in the reader and
charges the text with either a saddened tone or an angry tone. Is this true? Are the red
images angry? Jennifer Doyle argues that the red images can be read as a kind of Middle
Passage. In From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, Weems directly incorporates
the viewer by using the pronouns “I” and “you.” It is interesting to consider how different
the piece would read if the pronouns were substituted for “he/she/them” instead. Unlike
From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, the narrative in Kitchen Table Series does
read “she,” “he,” and “they” and the work operates in a very different way. In Hold It
Against Me, Jennifer Doyle speculates “the speaker’s ‘you’ might call out the
photographed subject or the viewer (as addressed by the work’s use of second person) or
both (interpolating the viewer as the subject of the sentence and the image. The work
produces history as an affective feedback loop, in which now and then, here and there, ‘I’
and ‘you’ are locked in an embrace.”22
It can be argued that the experience of the images as a collective whole is
augmented by the complicated layout of the exhibition. The installation has a
commanding presence (Fig. 23). In order to show the series in its entirety, the works
demand several linear feet for display.23 It cannot be seen (especially not read) in full
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from afar. The sprawling nature of the series demands that the viewer walk from piece to
piece in order to see the series in its entirety. Although not hung in chronological order
according to when the original photographs were taken, the series does read in a linear
fashion, somewhat like a timeline or the pages of a book.24 Each work demands the full
attention and careful eye of the reader/viewer, walking through scene by scene as the
black bodies pictured continue to endure the often cruel hand history has dealt them. In
Elvira Dyangani Ose’s essay “Carrie Mae Weems: The Artist as Intellectual,” Ose notes,
Human beings participate in history both as actors and narrators. Weems
highlights this participation by demanding her protagonists’ awareness within that
process. Together they highlight the nuances inherent in the definition of the word
‘history’. Trouillot refers to its ambivalence to support his assertion; “history
means both the facts of the matter and a narrative of those facts, both ‘what
happened’ and ‘that which is said to have happened’.25

By using the language “I/you,” Weems inserts the viewers into the work as active
participants. Weems is recalling a world history. This history in Western culture has been
one where Eurocentrism has ruled. She problematizes this but not just for the sake of
problematizing, rather seeking reform. Photographs, these representations of black (and

work as aforementioned (as do written accounts of the Weems’s text and as is displayed on Weems’s
website), variations of the work do exist. For example, the Memphis Brooks Museum of Art owns a tenpanel display of the work. This variation includes the two bookends and eight red panels, reading from left
to right: “From Here I Saw What Happened, You Became a Scientific Profile, A Negroid Type, An
Anthropological Debate, & A Photographic Subject, House, Yard, Field, Kitchen, And I Cried.”
Photographs documenting installation at various museums also show variations of the series on display.
However, whenever the blue prints are displayed, they are subsequently the first and last image of the
series.
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white) bodies, and the institutions in which these images were collected, are still
collected, where they are housed and where they exhibit, had a role in this story telling,
and it continues to have a role to this day.
Robert Frank’s “Charleston, South Carolina, 1955” (Fig. 24) is also there in the
series. The most contemporary work Weems borrows from is fellow artist, Robert
Mapplethorpe’s “Man in a Polyester Suit,” which was created in 1980. The series also
includes a photograph (Fig. 25) of Garry Winogrand’s titled “Central Park Zoo, New
York City.” Both the Mapplethorpe and the Winogrand belong to the Getty’s collection.
It is interesting to note that Weems does not appropriate any of the images from Wilson’s
collection in her series. While there are many beautiful portraits that exist in Wilson’s
collection, Weems abandons these for the Getty images, the Harvard images, the MOMA
images. I contend this is Weems acknowledging the sacred nature of the family photo
album. Certainly, the images from private collections, such as family photo albums, have
their role in identity creation and historical narrative. This is not the historical narrative
Weems is interested in however. Rather, Weems is interested in the historical narrative
that has become institutionalized through repeated exposure and systems of power. The
photographs she borrows are not a random selection of images. They all belong to
formidable collections such as Harvard, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the Getty.
Comprehending this fact is essential for understanding the series. It creates important
stakes for objects and collectors. Ownership changes objects. The people that have the
ability to own, have the ability to define. Perhaps it is in the context of the museum, that
the sitters in these works “became” the things history said about them?
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Weems’s series suggests that regardless of the identity of the photographer (and
whether or not the intentions of the photographer were noble like that of Polk or
malicious like that of Agassiz), the reading of the images is often predetermined. The
same is true of the identity of the sitter. All too often the individual’s identity is irrelevant
to the reading of these images. Weems conveys this in her installation by incorporating a
series of multivalent photographs, with their own complicated histories, and condensing
and flattening these histories through her use of narrative which reads on top of the
images. In this way, Weems is critiquing a specific production of a particular history, and
the institutions that safeguard such narratives. In viewing From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried, “we find images of people we can never meet and whose story we
will never fully know. We see history – what Marx would call “the struggle” – simply
illustrated. Not black history mind you – history.”26 While the historical narrative has
already been written in one sense, it is also constantly adapting. Through her use of
appropriation, Weems intervenes in the historical narrative in order to highlight how
narratives operate as constructs. In doing so, Weems not only complicates the historical
narrative of the individuals pictured and the intentions of the photographers, she also
complicates discussions of museum collections and display, and critiques the power of
the institutions which hold these images in their collections.
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CHAPTER THREE
MUSEUM ETHICS AND CRITICAL PRACTICE
When considered within the context of museum culture trends of the early 1990s,
it seems very likely that the Getty recognized that Carrie Mae Weems’s response to
Hidden Witness might invite controversy. As discussed in Chapter I, institutional critique
was an increasingly important artistic practice. It seems reasonable that asking Weems to
respond to Hidden Witness was an attempt on behalf of the Getty to welcome potential
criticisms, and embrace this self-reflective movement within museum culture. In the 1992
The J. Paul Getty Museum Journal, Director John Walsh articulated the museum’s desire
for a more diverse audience.1 It is important to remember that Weems was the first artist
to receive a commission from the museum. With their acute awareness of the lack of
diversity in the institution and their growing need to make their exhibitions more relevant
to an L.A. audience, commissioning a contemporary artist to produce a work was a
decisive way to shake up Getty protocol and also draw a larger and more diverse
audience.
So perhaps inviting Weems to the Getty was bending to trends within museum
culture? And, perhaps the tension of race relations in Los Angeles during this time
offered an even more compelling incentive for the Getty to be open to a self-critical
stance under the watchful eyes of their public? Certainly, they saw the importance of

1
In 1992, then Director of the Getty John Walsh notes the disappointment on behalf of museum
staff “by the fact that so much of the vast population in and around Los Angeles has little awareness of the
Getty Museum and the proportion of regular repeat visitors is smaller than it is for most museums. In 1991,
we persisted our various attempts to make the Museum known to new audiences, especially Latinos. And
through exhibitions, publicity, and new kinds of special events, we tried to encourage repeat visits by local
residents.” John Walsh, “Introduction: The Collections and the Year’s Activities,” The J. Paul Getty
Museum Journal 20 (1992): 7, http://www.jstor.org/stable/4166619.
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inviting an artist of color to comment considering the subject matter. Like the Whitney
and other museums in the 1990s, the Getty was eager to introduce new perspectives. Why
choose Weems specifically? The Getty clearly knew that Weems was savvy. At this time,
she had several other major projects under her belt: Ain’t Jokin’ (1987-88), Kitchen Table
Series (1990), and her Sea Island Series (1991-92), just to name a few. They knew
Weems had the language to talk about representations of African Americans, in addition
to her background in photography, and the documentary approach in particular. The
Getty also knew that having lived in Los Angeles, Weems knew the city and could relate
to its audience.2
While it is easy to criticize the Getty as the art critic David Pagel did in Frieze
magazine, the Getty’s decision to choose Weems cannot simply be dismissed as
tokenism. Pagel tactlessly tried to do this in his negative review of the show as discussed
in Chapter I. But, do the Getty’s real intentions in inviting Weems even matter? Miwon
Kwon warns against museums in current museum culture who may use artist
commissions as a commodity of the museum saying ‘they can easily become extensions
of the museum’s own self-promotional apparatus, while the artist becomes a commodity
with a special purchase on ‘criticality’.” 3 It may be true that museums often have ulterior
motives in commissioning artists like Weems, including shallow goals that are steeped in
quantitative measurements such as attendance. However, for artists that are engaged in
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critical practice, there is much to be gained from creating these types of works and
interrogating institutions and their underlying power structures.
Regardless of the Getty’s intentions, From Here I Saw What Happened and I
Cried does not aim to vilify the Getty. As discussed in Chapter II, by choosing to
appropriate images belonging to the Getty and other formidable collections and through
her incorporation of written narrative, Weems highlights how narrative operates as a
construct and how narratives that have been institutionally sanctioned have the capacity
for brutality. While Weems’s work certainly operates as a kind of institutional critique
with its roots specific to the Getty and its display of Hidden Witness, the series also
speaks broadly to collections and museum practice using the Getty as a point of entry.
Through my examination of the series in terms of its origins and Weems’s methodology,
I have recognized how Weems’s interests and sensibilities are similar to those of
contemporary scholars on museum ethics.
The history of museums themselves is a complicated one. From the cabinets of
curiosity of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to the early salons in Paris, museum
culture has changed drastically. Demands from both inside and outside the museum are
forever altering these institutions, their collections, and their practices. The work of
artists is part of what is changing the display practices of the institution. In the opening
chapter of Janet Marstine’s Critical Practice: Artists, Museums, and Ethics, she briefly
tracks this trajectory, linking “a changing museum to a changing history of artistic
intervention.”4 The lineage of artistic practice that has challenged museum culture over
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the years is too complex to track throughout the course of this thesis.5 However, it is
important to understand that museums have been forced to adapt in part because of the
demands of artist intervention.
Additionally, the 21st century museum has been changing because of the demands
of culture outside of the museum. With increased access afforded to diverse communities
and more attention to social issues, the 21st century museum is much more democratic
than the 20th century museum. David Fleming writes in his essay titled “Museums for
Social Justice,” that “happily, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find examples of
museum leaders who are anti-democratic, who abide openly by the traditional code that
museums are the preserve of an educated elite.”6 Whereas, the 20th century museum was
primarily intended to be a repository for the preservation of objects, the 21st century
museum is to be regarded as a forum, dedicated to community building and fostering
shared knowledge. In theory, social responsibility takes precedent over objects in these
spaces. The 2009 IMLS Future of Museums and Libraries Discussion Guide, states
“museums and libraries embody the “Third Place” as gathering spaces for social
interaction and engagement. The challenge for the museum and library leaders is to
identify what the ‘Third Place’ will look like in the future and how their institutions can
enhance their positions as forces for civic engagement and social cohesion.”7 Likewise,
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the 2009 International Committee on Management’s Declaration of Museum
Responsibility to Promote Human Rights reads: “INTERCOM believe that it is a
fundamental responsibility of museums, wherever possible, to be active in promoting
diversity and human rights, respect and equality for people of all origins, beliefs and
backgrounds.”8 Rapid developments of technology, shifting demographics, and societal
advancements have all contributed to the drastic changes in museology. As artist Neil
Cummings remarked, “An institution is constructed through social practices; it’s not just
a physical building and a collection but also a set of relationships between people.”9 The
relationships that are established within the walls of the museum are of particular interest
to Weems and other artists engaged in institutional critique. Through her use of language
and manipulation of narrative as discussed in Chapter II, Weems demands the audience’s
participation, giving the viewer a role in the work, and blurring the lines of artist and
audience. Additionally, through the incorporation of “visitor response” books, Weems
instills a sense of agency in viewers, and encourages them to tell their own stories. In
collaboration with the Getty, Weems works as a facilitator to encourage discussion
between different groups of people and promote shared knowledge.
Weems’s work can be closely linked to the artists about whom Janet Marstine
writes in her book Critical Practice: Artists, Museums, Ethic. Marstine considers the role
of artists engaged in critical practice as it relates to the systemic problems which persist
and contemporary changes taking place in museum culture. Critical practice is defined by
Marstine as “the convergences between institutional critique and socially engaged
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practice.”10 Of institutional critique, Marstine asserts that it is more than an artistic
movement that can be characterized as occurring in one particular time period and
canonized within art history. Rather, she says it is “a mode of interrogating the tangled
web of ethical positions among artists, institutions and society and that maintains its
contemporary relevance.”11 Of social practice, Marstine is interested in its potential to
enable the artist as facilitator through collaboration with their intended publics to place
their idea, or bring their art, into being. Particularly what Marstine and her
contemporaries are trying to do is study how museums, artists, and communities working
together in critical practice allows for a kind of reconciliation to take place, and reveal
that this can be the catalyst for ethical change in society at large. In her own words,
Marstine asserts that she “demonstrate(s) how artist’s interventions leverage hybridity to
help museums make meaningful symbolic reparations towards equality and inclusion.”12
In her book, Marstine conducts various case studies, examining the work of artists like
Theaster Gates, Fred Wilson, and Andrea Fraser and the practical and ideological
implications these artists’ works have for ethical museum practice.
Weems’s installation of From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried was
happening not long after some of Fred Wilson’s early important interventions. In Subject
to Display, Jennifer Gonzalez highlights Fred Wilson’s project Mining the Museum
(1992) in which he was invited to the Maryland Historical Society to interrogate their
collection, a project which Thelma Golden notes “redefined the role of the visual artist in
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relation to the museum.”13 Throughout his installation, he paired unlikely objects
belonging to the museum’s permanent collection and placed them side by side, such as
Colonial-era silver and slave shackles in his piece titled Metalwork (1992) (Fig. 26). The
objects juxtaposed against one another were intended to serve as a historical context for
one another and point to marginalized histories that exist within the museum’s collection.
Additionally, in his work Guarded View (1991) (Fig. 27) from an installation at Metro
Pictures in New York, Wilson speaks to the lack of diversity in museum staff, with fewer
people of color working in the upper-level management positions within the museum and
instead as low paid security guards. Like Weems, Wilson’s work is largely concerned
with telling the untold stories hidden within the walls of the museum, those that are often
about the museum system itself.14 In Alex Alberro’s and Blake Stimson’s anthology titled
Institutional Critique, Wilson said of his own practice, “to me it’s much more rigorous to
look at the museum itself and to pull out relationships that are invisibly there and make
them visible.”15 In showcasing objects that are often overlooked in the museum’s
collection, Wilson aims to problematize the process of selection that is present in the
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curation of objects and comment on the hegemony of museum collections and display
practices. He aims to ask questions such as, why is one object chosen for display over
another and what does that choice say about the museum’s values?
Likewise, Weems’s work in From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried also
aims to ask difficult questions and strives to reveal the systems in place as it pertains to
museums and representation. Weems appropriates photographs from the Getty’s
permanent collection (and the collections of other major museums), just as Wilson
borrowed objects from the Maryland Historical Society to make viewers consider the
ownership of these objects and each institution’s collection practice. Additionally,
through her incorporation of a script Weems problematizes the notion of an institutionally
sanctioned narrative and the museum’s complicity in relaying such narratives through
representation. She prompts viewers to ask: How does ownership change objects? Does
ownership have the power to change history and personal narratives? What role do the
systems of display have in creating an alternative narrative?
Weems’s work can also be compared to that of Andrea Fraser. Fraser is most
widely known for her Museum Highlights: A Gallery Talk (1989), performed and filmed
at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Fraser, under the guise of a fictitious museum docent,
Jane Castleton, conducted a satirical gallery tour using a script she wrote by compiling
texts “which evoke universal survey museum’s self-affirming narratives that emphasize
connoisseurship and canon formation.”16 Throughout the tour, Fraser praised mundane
‘objects’ found in the museum such as the water fountain, the guard’s stool, and the coat
check, noting their provenance and grandeur. The performance piece is intended to
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parody museum speak and to make viewers question the cultural superiority of the
museum and the objects held within. Like Fraser, Weems often incorporates her own
body into her work as a kind of performance.17 Although she opts not to do so in From
Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, there is still a considerable amount of
performativity that the series entails. As in Museum Highlights, in From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried, Weems uses a certain “script” to insert her viewers into the piece.
As the reader of the series alternates between active “I” and passive “you,” their
participation in the piece is activated and there is a kind of role playing that goes on,
forcing the reader to consider their own place within the narrative Weems has laid out.
Artists like Weems and Fraser often incorporate extensive research into their
practice. In her most recent project, Fraser is working on exposing U.S. museum
affiliations with the political elite, by mapping political donations made by museum
patrons and trustees for the year 2016. The work is set to be formatted like a phone book
and is planned to be published by the end of 2017.18 Similarly, Weems fully immerses
herself in her projects, studying the subjects of her work extensively. It was while
conducting research for her Sea Island Series (1991-92), which focuses on the Gullah
culture of the Sea Islands off the coasts of South Carolina and Georgia, that Weems
learned of the existence of the Agassiz images in the Harvard collection.19 As stated in
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Chapter II, the four photographs with which Weems opens the series came from the
Agassiz images at the Harvard Peabody Museum. Prior to their inclusion in From Here I
Saw What Happened and I Cried, Weems incorporated these images in her work the Sea
Island Series. For her use of these images in From Here I Saw What Happened and I
Cried, Harvard threatened to sue Weems claiming that they owned the images and that
Weems breached her copyright contract in repurposing them.20 Weems discussed the
controversy in an episode of Art21 produced in 2009, saying, “I thought, Harvard’s going
to sue me for using these images of black people in their collection. The richest university
in the world.” After time spent “worrying and thinking about it,” Weems concluded, “I
think I don’t have really a legal case, but maybe I have a moral case that could be made
that might be really useful to carry out in public.” She then challenged the university
saying “I think that your suing me would be a really good thing. You should. And we
should have this conversation in court. I think it would be really instructive for any
number of reason.”21 Harvard ultimately did not carry out their lawsuit against Weems,
but they did demand a portion of Weems’s profit whenever the images sold and in 2001,
the Harvard Art Museum purchased Weems’s four prints of the Agassiz series.
In an interesting essay by law professor Yxta Maya Murray of Loyola University,
a hypothetical legal case is made for Weems’s use of “Harvard’s” images. Murray opens
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with an analysis of From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried and defends Weems’s
process of appropriation. Murray states:
Weems’s appropriation of the Agassiz daguerreotypes is a hallmark of the
liberatory, anti-racist, anti-sexist, and peaceable art and activism for which she is
known. Her unilateral taking of the daguerreotypes, moreover, adds to the works’
meaning. Her “theft” takes back what Agassiz, Morton, Cuvier, Guyot, Galton
and their ilk stole from African-born people and their descendants in the United
States.22
Murray then conducts a thorough investigation of fair use and copyright law, pointing to
a considerable amount of ambiguity in the law and blaming Harvard for using this
ambiguity to their advantage by “bullying” Weems.23 She argues for clearer standards in
the law and more protection for artists like Weems saying that “artists who appropriate
existing works in order to witness and showcase the violent past should be recognized by
law as levying constructive social critiques that come within the fair use ambit.”24
Ultimately, Murray concludes:
[Weems’s] acts of civil disobedience should spur a recognition of property rights.
There is no good reason why Agassiz should ever have been able to claim these
daguerreotypes. And so there remains no good reason for Harvard’s ownership of
these images of Jack, Delia, Drana, and Renty. The violent past should be
recognized in modern property law, at the very least providing that relics made
and left by enslaved people should be returned to their descendants. The national
conversation that would ensue from this redistribution would, I hope, elicit
peaceable if discomfiting witnessings and conversations that could further
transform our alienated, unequal nation.25
By challenging Harvard and appropriating their collection, Weems not only calls into
question the authority of the museum, but her process of appropriation acts as a kind of
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repatriation, complicating the ownership of the images back to their origins. In this way,
From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried offers the “reconciliation” that Janet
Marstine suggests artists like Weems conducting critical practice are capable of
achieving.
The fact that Harvard attempted to work to hide the history of their institution to
some degree is what Weems was critiquing in the first place. While the Getty welcomed
Weems’s criticisms, Harvard rejected them. This is of course not the only time Weems
has received push-back from the institutions which she investigates. In 2000, Weems
created the installation titled The Hampton Project, originally conceived of by Linda
Shearer, the Director of Williams College of Art, Weems was invited to create a work
responding to a collection of photographs taken by Frances Benjamin Johnston of the
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute one hundred years earlier. Through a
tremendous amount of research and collaboration with Hampton students, Weems created
an installation that examined the historically black university, including her personal
criticisms of the founder’s ideology which centered around assimilation and
respectability politics and spoke “to historic and contemporary intersections of race,
education, and the democratic ideal.”26 Although the exhibit was scheduled to tour at the
Hampton Museum, the show was canceled due to its controversial material. Weems
expressed her disappointment in an interview with Denise Ramzy:
I knew that a critical approach would make the museum administrators somewhat
uncomfortable, but I also felt that a poetic and critical probing of the more
complex issues surrounding Hampton’s history would be essential to the project.
Nothing moves forward without sincerely looking at the multiple levels of reality,
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and unbridled reality is often painful, if you know what I mean. But one learns
from looking, from seeing, and by not hiding from the revealing aspects of truth.27

In Weems’s obvious desire for a kind of learning from looking, it is evident that she is
interested in the process of reconciliation. Both the Hampton Museum and Harvard’s
attempt to distance themselves from the white serving histories of their institutional past
is wrong. It is artists like Weems who are holding institutions accountable for the
acknowledgment of their own complicity in oppressive histories. In an interview with
Denise Ramzy in the spring of 2000, Weems spoke of her artistic practice and her
intentions through investigating and interrogating. Weems said,
Critical practice is central to my way of working, and is an important aspect in all
my work… So from this vantage point, I produce work that is essential to our
cultural dialogue; work that opens the door to critical discussion, debate, and
dialogue; work that needs to be made. Of course, some audiences will be
alienated by my work and my intention, Hampton University being case in point,
but it’s a risk worth taking.28

It is clear that Weems is concerned with creating work that is socially engaged and
intends to facilitate meaningful discussion. In “The Responsibility of Representation,”
Hein addresses the crucial role that representation plays in museum culture and meaning
production. Using feminist theory, Hein considers the object/subject or self/other binary
that is inherent in the museum practice of collecting and displaying objects. Hein asserts
that museums often do not acknowledge the ethical weight that they carry in the very act
of representing. Hein writes:
Some people maintain that only individuals, not social collectives, can be held
accountable for their actions; but institutions are able to compound and multiply
27
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personal efficacy. Arguably, their responsibility is, therefore, proportionately
greater insofar as their authority and influence exceeds that of most ordinary
individuals.29
Weems, like Hein, is very much aware of the role institutions and museums play in
regards to meaning production. Hein asserts that “museums are classified along with
educational institutions, libraries, laboratories and the like, as epistemological purveyors
and preservers.”30 Hein problematizes this notion of museums as the guardians of
knowledge, recognizing its limitations. Not only is it limiting, it also is dangerous. Hein
argues that the danger in not recognizing the museum’s ethical responsibility is that we
assume museums are neutral ground. When museums are assumed to be neutral places,
the museum is not held accountable for its actions. Hein says “assuming that museums
are not active perpetrators of identifiable wrongs— and this is not invariably the case—
they are nonetheless institutionally implicated in passing along and so endorsing systemic
wrongs.”31 When historically white serving institutions like Harvard shy away from such
conversation, they do damage to communities that have been historically marginalized
and have faced systemic abuse.
It is interesting to consider the Agassiz images, and the other images in the series,
Weems uses as they relate to Hein’s assessment of “epistemological purveyors and
preservers.” In her critical practice, Weems directly challenges these institutions, both
historical and contemporary. Through her appropriation of the Agassiz images, she
simultaneously challenges nineteenth-century ethnography and the modern-day Harvard
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museum. In Subject to Display, Gonzalez states that “it is necessary to acknowledge and
articulate the position in which one is already fixed by systems of power before one can
resist and oppose it… The effort to revisit, to revise, and to critique race discourse,
whether directly or indirectly, also means that the artists frequently engage the very
images and stereotypes they wish to transform.”32 Through her appropriation of
photographs and use of text, Weems creates a script that forces viewers to ruminate on
the injustices of historic collections and violence that can be enacted through
representation in order to dismantle these systems.

32
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CONCLUSION
Through my investigation of From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, I
have found that Carrie Mae Weems’s series has profound implications for museum
practice. While critical discussion of the series often downplays Weems’s curatorial
sensibilities and the interrogative aspects of the work, I contend that when these elements
of the work are given their due attention, the series functions as an institutional critique.
In the first chapter, a close analysis on the origins of the series was conducted,
examining the Getty’s conceptualization of the show as a response piece to their exhibit
of Civil War era photographs depicting African Americans in Hidden Witness. I
examined how Hidden Witness and Carrie Mae Weems Reacts functioned as tandem
exhibitions, analyzing their similarities and differences and how critics at the time
responded to both shows. While Hidden Witness was quiet and sentimental, Carrie Mae
Weems Reacts was loud (literally audible), vibrant and sarcastic. Additionally, museum
practices of the 1990s were considered, looking at how both exhibitions fit within this
context, a time when institutional critique was becoming increasingly significant.
In the second chapter, several of the specific photographs Weems chose to
incorporate in her series through were investigated, focusing on her use of appropriation.
It was important to highlight the histories of these photographs— the mirrored images of
Nobosodru opening and closing the series, the photographs commissioned by Louis
Agassiz, and those taken by P. H. Polk; the intentions of the original photographers; and
the purposes these images served when they first circulated. The analysis demonstrated
that the photographs Weems appropriated varied greatly in impact and function. While
some photographers of the appropriated photographs had racist intentions in creating
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their early images of African Americans, others who captured black communities who
thrived after the Civil War. Additionally, I consider Weems’s use of text and her ability
to manipulate the varying meanings of the appropriated photographs. Because the
original photographs belong to prestigious collections, I argue that the work speaks to the
power inherent in ownership, wherein the message of the original photographers is lost as
the image subsumes a new meaning explicit in culturally hegemonic narratives
sanctioned within the walls of the institution.
The third chapter focuses on contemporary scholarship on museum ethics and the
changing culture of museums. I argue that although From Here I Saw What Happened
and I Cried does function as an institutional critique specific to the Getty and the Getty’s
collection, the work also speaks to museum and collection practice broadly. Incorporating
research on the lawsuit Harvard nearly pursued with Weems over the appropriation of the
images from their collection, illustrates how Weems’s work challenges the institutional
authority of museums, both historical and contemporary. Janet Marstine’s research on
critical practice, a practice that combines both institutional critique and social practice,
was fundamental to the analysis. It was also important to compare the work of some of
Weems’s contemporaries, such as Fred Wilson and Andrea Fraser, and unpack the
similarities in their practices and investigative interests.
With the projects of her contemporaries in mind, Weems accepted the project
from the Getty with a considerable amount of skepticism. Weems’s distrust of museums
and the Getty in particular is made evident in her initial response to having been invited
by the Getty, in which she said “I had to think about what kind of relationship I could
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have with an institution that has positioned itself on a hill.”1 Weems’s terminology here is
no accident. Challenging institutions, highly esteemed institutions at that, is something
that Weems does repeatedly throughout her repertoire. In 2006, Weems started a project
titled Museum Series. At present, the work consists of eight photographs though the
project is ongoing. As in her series Roaming (2006), Weems uses her own body as the
subject but she is not Carrie Mae Weems per se, instead she is her muse figure who
“wanders like history’s ghost… pondering humanity’s past and present condition.”2 She
stands facing various institutions with her back to the viewer. The Guggenheim-Bilbao,
the British Museum, the Louvre, the Philadelphia Museum, and others all stand
ominously in front of the figure. The series “calls into question the position of the artists
that have been marginalized within the art world establishment. Her presence in front of
various grand American and European museum buildings quietly challenges their
collecting and exhibition practices.”3 Dressed in a long, black gown, it can be inferred
that the muse figure is “traveling through painful experiences.” 4 However, it is important
to note that when confronted with these painful experiences, the muse figure does not
cower but instead stands strong— her power and resistance palpable. The figure’s size,
standing in front of the facades of these monumental buildings, varies depending on the
perspective of the camera. The series conducts wide lens shots such as Zwinger Palace
(Fig. 28) and also those where Weems’s figure nearly commands the whole of the frame,
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like Guggenheim-Bilbao (Fig. 29). While Guggenheim- Bilbao conjures a sense of
empowerment, the architecture of Zwinger Palace may feel a bit more menacing.
However, even when Weems’s figure is small, she is never truly dwarfed. Instead,
Weems “stands like a monumental sculpture to be reckoned and dealt with in the confines
of those structures she stares down”— her posture literally challenging these enormous
buildings.5
While the architecture of the buildings can be traced to a particular moment in art
history, it seems the photographs themselves could have been taken at any time— past,
present, or future; they are timeless. Various stylistic choices contribute to this feeling—
the fact that the images are printed in black and white and that the works largely read
desolate. Aside from Weems’s figure, and the occasional museum goer as we see in
British Museum (Fig. 30), these public institutions appear to be empty wastelands. The
cityscapes are almost apocryphal. Is Weems’s muse a ghost? Can the few figures who are
present see her? The buildings stand tall and solemn like tombs. The long shadows of the
figure and the architecture add to this cryptic feeling. Perhaps the muse is a mourner at a
funeral? Who has died? The art museum? Art history? And what should we make about
the fact that all of these museums are located in the United States or Europe? Is Weems
commenting on the fact that museums are colonialist structures?
As in the Museum Series, Weems manipulates time and space in From Here I Saw
What Happened and I Cried. Through her combination of written word and image,
Weems manipulates the historical narrative that was once ascribed to the people pictured
in the photographs. In doing this, Weems gives new life to these images and reclaims the
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stories of these individuals, repurposing them “into anti-colonialist images of
resistance.”6 bell hooks speaks of anti-colonialism versus post-colonialism in her book
Art on My Mind, arguing that “the much talked about discourse of post-coloniality is a
critical location that, ironically, often maintains white cultural hegemony. The less wellrecognized discursive practices of anticolonialism, on the other hand, decenter,
interrogate, and displace whiteness.”7 While this interrogation of whiteness in relation to
Weems’s work certainly has implications for culture at large, I am specifically interested
in the way her interrogation relates to museum culture. I believe the contemporary stakes
of Weems’s work are that institutions, which are arguably often still governed by
colonialist/post-colonialist ideology favoring Eurocentric ideals, are forced to reckon
with work that is counterhegemonic, therefore creating a need for a new way of
evaluating and displaying work. In this way, Weems dismantles the authority of the
institution. Through her use of appropriation, Weems directly confronts collections
practice and challenges the authority of the institution— past, present, and future. As is
evident through not only From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried but various other
works, such as The Museum Series, Weems’s work is largely concerned with contesting
hegemonic narratives and complicating notions of power and institutionalized authority.
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APPENDIX

Fig. 1. Charles H. Fontayne and William Southgate Porter, Family in Garden
(“The Hidden Witness”), ca. 1853. Three quarter plate daguerreotype. Collection of
Jackie Napolean Wilson. Reproduced from: Jackie Napolean Wilson, Hidden
Witness: African-American Images from the Dawn of Photography to the Civil War.
New York: Saint Martin’s Press, 1999.
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Fig. 2. Unknown, Portrait of Mother and Child (“Madonna”), ca. 1860. Sixth-plate
tintype. Collection of Jackie Napolean Wilson. Reproduced from: Jackie Napolean
Wilson, Hidden Witness: African-American Images from the Dawn of Photography to
the Civil War. New York: Saint Martin’s Press, 1999.
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Fig. 3. Unknown, Fireman in Uniform Holding a Brass Musical Instrument,
ca. 1850. Sixth-plate daguerreotype. Collection of the J. Paul Getty Museum.
Reproduced from: Jackie Napolean Wilson, Hidden Witness: African-American
Images from the Dawn of Photography to the Civil War. New York: Saint Martin’s
Press, 1999.
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Fig. 4. Carrie Mae Weems, Ode to Affirmative Action, 1989. Gelatin
Silver Print, vinyl record. 24 x 30 in. Collection of the Nasher Museum
at Duke University, 2009.3.1. Reproduced from: Kathryn E. Delmez,
Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of Photography and Video. New
Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2012.
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Fig. 5. Carrie Mae Weems, From Here I Saw What Happened, 1995.
Chromogenic print with etched text on glass. 42 x 31 in. Collection
of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 6. Carrie Mae Weems, And I Cried, 1995. Chromogenic print
with etched text on glass. 42 x 31 in. Collection of the Museum of
Modern Art, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 7. Carrie Mae Weems, You Became a Playmate to the
Patriarch, 1995. Chromogenic print with etched text on glass. 26
1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New
York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 8. Carrie Mae Weems, Anything But What You Were—Ha, 1995.
Chromogenic print with etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in.
Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 9. Carrie Mae Weems, You Became a Scientific Profile, 1995.
Chromogenic print with etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in.
Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 10. Carrie Mae Weems, A Negroid Type, 1995. Chromogenic print with
etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern
Art, New York. Reproduced from: http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/fromhere.html
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Fig. 11. Carrie Mae Weems, An Anthropological Debate, 1995.
Chromogenic print with etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in.
Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 12. Carrie Mae Weems, & a Photographic Subject, 1995.
Chromogenic print with etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in.
Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced
from: http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 13. Carrie Mae Weems, You Became Mammie, Mama, Mother
and Then Yes, Confidant—Ha, 1995. Chromogenic print with
etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the Museum
of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 14. Carrie Mae Weems, House, 1995. Chromogenic print with etched text on
glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
Reproduced from: Kathryn E. Delmez, Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of
Photography and Video. New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2012.
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Fig. 15. Carrie Mae Weems, Yard, 1995. Chromogenic print with etched text on glass.
26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced
from: Kathryn E. Delmez, Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of Photography and
Video. New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2012.
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Fig. 16. Carrie Mae Weems, Field, 1995. Chromogenic print with etched text on
glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
Reproduced from: Kathryn E. Delmez, Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of
Photography and Video. New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2012.
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Fig. 17. Carrie Mae Weems, Kitchen, 1995. Chromogenic print with etched text on
glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
Reproduced from: Kathryn E. Delmez, Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of
Photography and Video. New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2012.
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Fig. 18. Carrie Mae Weems, For Your Names You Took Hope & Humble, 1995.
Chromogenic print with etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the
Museum of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 19. Carrie Mae Weems, Black and Tanned Your Whipped Wind of Change
Howled Low Blowing Against Itself—Ha—Smack into the Middle of Ellington’s
Orchestra Billie Heard It Too and Cried Strange Fruit Tears, 1995.
Chromogenic print with etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the
Museum of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 20. Carrie Mae Weems, God Bless the Child, 1995. Chromogenic print with
etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Reproduced from: http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 21. Unknown, Portrait of a Nurse and a Young Child, ca. 1850. Sixth-plate
daguerreotype. Collection of the J. Paul Getty Museum. Reproduced from: Jackie
Napolean Wilson, Hidden Witness: African-American Images from the Dawn of
Photography to the Civil War. New York: Saint Martin’s Press, 1999.
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Fig. 22. Carrie Mae Weems, And Their Daughters, 1995. Chromogenic print with
etched text on glass. 26 1/2 x 23 3/4 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Reproduced from: http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/fromhere.html
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Fig. 23. Installation View, Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of Photography and Video,
Frist Center for the Visual Arts, Nashville, TN, Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html
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Fig. 24. Carrie Mae Weems, Others Said ‘Only Thing a Niggah Could Do Was Shine My
Shoes, 1995. Chromogenic print with etched text on glass. 22 3/4 x 26 1/2 in. Collection of
the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html.
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Fig. 25. Carrie Mae Weems, Some Laughed Long & Hard & Loud, 1995. Chromogenic print
with etched text on glass. 22 3/4 x 26 1/2 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New
York. Reproduced from: http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html.
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Fig. 26. Fred Wilson, Metalwork, 1992. Maryland Historical Society,
Baltimore. Reproduced from: Jennifer Gonzalez, Subject to Display:
Reframing Race in Contemporary Installation Art. Cambridge, MA: The MIT
Press, 2011.
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Fig. 27. Fred Wilson, Guarded View, 1991. Metro Pictures, New York. Reproduced
from: Jennifer Gonzalez, Subject to Display: Reframing Race in Contemporary
Installation Art. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2011.
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Fig. 28. Carrie Mae Weems, Zwinger Palace, 2006. Chromogenic print with
etched text on glass. 43 x 35 in. Collection of the artist and Jack Shainman
Gallery, New York. Reproduced from: Kathryn E. Delmez, Carrie Mae Weems:
Three Decades of Photography and Video. New Haven & London: Yale
University Press, 2012.
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Fig. 29. Carrie Mae Weems, Guggenheim—Bilbao, 2006. Digital chromogenic print. 43
x 35 in. Collection of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. Reproduced
from: http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html.
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Fig. 30. Carrie Mae Weems, British Museum, 2006. Digital chromogenic print. 43 x 35
in. Collection of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. Reproduced from:
http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/from-here.html.
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